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Abstract.
Background: In pre-clinical studies, Bryostatin, MW (molecular weight) 904, has demonstrated synaptogenic, anti-apoptotic,
anti-amyloid, and anti-tau tangle efficacies.
Objective: To identify AD patients who show significant cognitive benefit versus placebo when treated in a trial with chronic
Bryostatin dosing.
Methods: In this 6-month 122 AD patient Bryostatin trial, there were two cohorts: the Moderate Cohort (MMSE, Mini-
Mental Status Exam: 15-18) and the Moderately Severe Cohort (MMSE 10-14) as pre-specified secondary endpoints. Patient
randomization was stratified by baseline SIB to insure balance in baseline cognitive ability between treatment arms.
Results: With no safety events noted by the data safety and monitoring board, the Moderately Severe (MMSE 10-14)
Bryostatin-treated patients were significantly improved above the placebo patients for Weeks #13 through Week #42. After
two cycles of 7 x i.v. Bryostatin doses over a 26-week period, the 10-14 Cohort Severe Impairment Battery (SIB), measured
every 2 weeks, showed significant benefit using a Mixed Model Repeated Measures model (MMRM, 2-tailed, p < 0.05) for
Weeks #13 through #42, even 16 weeks after dosing completion by Week #26. Placebo 10-14 patients showed no benefit,
declining to negative 12.8 points by Week #42. Trend analyses confirmed the MMRM data for this Cohort, with a significant
downward slope (equivalent to Cognitive Decline) for the placebo group, p < 0.001, 2-tailed, but no significant decline for
the Bryostatin-treated group (p = 0.409, NS), treatment versus placebo p < 0.007. The Moderate Cohort patients showed no
significant benefit.
Conclusions: The Bryostatin-treated MMSE 10-14 patients showed no significant cognitive decline throughout the 10-month
trial, versus placebo patients’ decline of -12.8 SIB points.
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INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has been defined [1,
2] by the National Institute of Neurological Disor-
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ders and Stroke (NINDS of the National Institutes of
Health) as requiring three “Gold Standard” criteria: 1)
Dementia in life (<26/30 Mini-Mental Status Exam
(MMSE) score), 2) Amyloid plaques at autopsy, and
3) neurofibrillary tangles at autopsy.

The broad range of AD risk factors such as genet-
ics, age, diabetes, and hypertension, suggests that
multiple pathologic pathways lead to AD neurode-
generation, as defined by these accepted NINDS
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criteria. There are also many diverse types of AD
co-morbidity at autopsy, such as AD comorbid
with multi-infarct dementia, Parkinson’s disease,
frontal lobe disease, and/or Lewy body disease. This
diversity of co-morbidity also suggests that a com-
plex sequence of etiologic pathophysiologic steps
can lead to diverse combinations of degenerative
disorders. AD, nevertheless, is the most common
cause of dementia for increasingly aged popula-
tions worldwide—notwithstanding the complexity of
etiology and co-morbidity. Given these complexi-
ties, it is not surprising that definitive diagnosis and
treatment of AD have been notoriously difficult to
conclusively achieve.

What are not included in the criteria that define AD
are some of the important pathologic consequences of
the degeneration, such as the loss of the synapses and
neurons in the brain. These consequences also cross
diagnostic boundaries for neurodegeneration. Yet the
loss of synapses is the single clearest pathologic cor-
relation of cognitive decline [3]. The drug tested in
the study presented here, Bryostatin, has among its
primary, proposed mechanisms of action synaptoge-
nesis, prevention and/or restoration of lost synapses,
anti-apoptosis, prevention of neuronal death. While
AD biomarkers have improved diagnostic accuracy,
few have provided an unequivocal AD diagnosis, as
ultimately validated with autopsy. One study that was
validated with seventy autopsies for an AD biomarker
[4] indicated that clinical diagnosis alone is highly
inaccurate in the first several years of AD progres-
sion but becomes much more accurate after more than
4 years of AD progression. Clinical diagnosis alone
of “probable AD,” as recommended by the NINCDS
committee [1], requires both demonstrated demen-
tia (e.g., MMSE < 26/30) as well as an observed or
recorded period of cognitive deterioration.

The difficulties of conducting definitive therapeu-
tic trials for AD are thought to arise, therefore, from 1)
inaccurate diagnosis, 2) lack of safety and unwanted
side-effects, and 3) lack of clinically significant effi-
cacy at preventing cognitive decline over sufficient
time intervals. For these reasons, a drug that unequiv-
ocally treats the underlying AD pathophysiology and
progression has never been approved by the FDA
for patients with clearly identified and advanced AD.
Recently, some progress has been made with anti-
bodies to treat mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
patients with fewer patients for whom there was
suggestion of early AD, although none of the lat-
ter diagnoses were validated with autopsies. These
patients were shown to have positive PET imag-

ing scans for brain amyloid. However, the majority
of patients who were treated with these candidate
antibody treatments (aducanumab, lecanemab, and
donanemab) were MCI patients and showed efficacy
for slowing the rate of cognitive decline by 22–30%
but did not prevent the continued cognitive decline
throughout the trial. In contrast to these patients, the
majority of whom were not demented, patients with
advanced AD (for example, with MMSE < 15) have,
for the most part, not been the subject of successful
therapeutic trials for many years. In fact, the conven-
tional wisdom has attributed the failure of so many
therapeutic trials, including with antibodies, to the
lack of drug benefits for AD patients who have more
serious AD pathology, including amyloid plaques,
neurofibrillary tangles, and significant loss of brain
synapses. By treating much less advanced AD pathol-
ogy in MCI and early AD patients, it was thought, AD
drugs could have greater benefit.

Because the Synaptogenix drug, Bryostatin, had
shown clear pre-clinical (animal models) efficacy
for generating newly mature synapses and efficacy
for preventing neuronal death (anti-apoptosis), we
hypothesized that Bryostatin might have efficacy for
reversing the loss of synapses even in advanced AD
patients [5, 6]. Given these potential synaptogenic
and anti-apoptotic efficacies as well as the dearth of
therapeutic candidates for advanced AD patients, the
focus of the present study, as well as two previous
pilot studies [7–9], was the development of an effec-
tive therapeutic to address this huge unmet medical
need, consisting potentially of millions of advanced
AD patients in the U.S. alone. On this basis, the major
inclusion criteria for this recently completed trial,
Study #204, consisted of the following:

1) MMSE scores in two Cohorts, 10-14/30 and
15-18/30, indicating moderately severe or mod-
erate dementia;

2) A magnetic resonance imaging test showing
no localized lesions such as tumor, stroke, or
hydrocephalus;

3) No baseline medication with the glutamatergic
blocker, Namenda (or any other glutamatergic
blockers), within the past 90 days;

4) Absence of serious chronic heart, lung, and/or
renal disorders and creatinine clearance values
of > 45 gm/l;

5) No other proscribed medications such as major
sedatives, acetaminophen, gabapentin, and/or
valproic acid.
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Patients in the trial reported here were at least 50
years old, lived as outpatients in the community and
were considered, by the principal investigators at each
site, to have probable AD according to the criteria of
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-
orders, fifth edition (DSM-V) [2] and of the NINDS
Committee [1].

Patients in two pilot Phase II trials, with MMSE
scores from 10-15 (Moderately Severe Cohort), when
treated with Bryostatin, showed significant improve-
ment over baseline of the Severe Impairment Battery
(SIB). A similar Moderately Severe Cohort (MMSE
10-14) was then included in the present study together
with an additional Cohort with MMSE scores from
15-18 (Moderate Cohort). Responses to the SIB of
both the Moderate Cohort and the Moderately Severe
Cohort were then monitored throughout the 26-week
period of dose administration and for up to 16 weeks
after all dosing had been completed. The SIB has
been considered by many to be the most accurate
psychometric for advanced AD patients in past trials
[10]. Standard of care administration of the glutamate
blocker, memantine, was prohibited in the present 6-
month trial because in the first 3-month trial, drug
benefit was only observable in its absence [7, 8]. This
finding was consistent with the interpretation that
synaptogenesis, one of Bryostatin’s principle puta-
tive mechanisms of action, previously demonstrated
in pre-clinical trials [5, 6, 11–13], was thought to
depend on fully functional glutamatergic synapses
(blocked by memantine).

As described below, the Moderate Cohort showed
no significant benefit in this 6-month dosing trial,
while, in contrast, the Moderately Severe Cohort
patients, treated with Bryostatin, were protected from
any significant cognitive decline throughout the dos-
ing regimen even 4 months after all dosing had been
completed (see below for further discussion). The
Moderately Severe Cohort placebo patients, on the
other hand, declined, on average, by 12.8 SIB score
points over the 10 months of periodic measurement.
The evidence below, therefore, suggests the possi-
bility that with Bryostatin treatment, there was no
cognitive deterioration for patients with advanced
AD, even 4 months of completion of the drug reg-
imen.

METHODS

The protocol followed here was the same as pre-
viously used in the two pilot Bryostatin trials [6]

but was extended from 3 months to 6 months. The
two previous trials included one cycle of Bryostatin
(45 min. i.v. infusion) administered with 7 doses over
an 11-week dosing regimen [7]. The present study
included two cycles of the same 7 dosing-regimen,
the cycles separated by a 4-week interval. Measure-
ment of patient performance on the SIB psychometric
was assessed at two-week intervals throughout these
two dosing cycles and, in addition, at other weeks
over a four- month period without any further dos-
ing, ultimately reaching a 42-week SIB assessment.
The psychometric measure MMSE was used for the
initial enrollment of patients into two cohorts: Mod-
erately Severe Cohort (MMSE 10-14) and Moderate
Cohort (MMSE 15-18). The SIB was used to moni-
tor cognitive performance throughout the trial. While
there was not precise correspondence of the MMSE
to the SIB for each patient at the beginning of the trial,
as would be expected since SIB is more appropriate
for advanced AD patients, there was a general cor-
respondence of the two scales. Other psychometric
measures and medical monitoring was as previously
described for the two pilot phase II trials.

Statistical methods

All patients were enrolled, evaluated, and treated as
previously described [7, 8]. Conditions of enrollment,
including the absence of standard of care medication
with memantine, were also previously described [7,
8]. Because a primary mechanism of action of Bryo-
statin for treating AD patients has been suggested
to be synaptogenesis [5], based on extensive pre-
clinical data, the need for functional glutamatergic
synapses would be expected. This is based on the pre-
viously implicated involvement of such synapses in
synaptogenesis and on the demonstrated regulation of
such synapses by PKC epsilon–mediated regulation
of these synapses [7].

A total of 221 patients were enrolled in the study,
of whom 122 were randomly assigned (1 : 1): 61 to
placebo and 61 to Bryostatin. The majority in both
the placebo and Bryostatin groups completed the
study (40 [65.6%] and 33 [54.1%] subjects, respec-
tively). The most common reason for dropout from
the study was withdrawal by subject (10 [16.4%] and
14 [23.0%] for the placebo and Bryostatin subjects,
respectively). Comparable baseline SIB scores were
regularly checked by an independent observer.

Once all eligibility criteria for the study were met,
a patient was randomized via Interactive Response
Technology. Patient randomization was stratified by
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baseline SIB to insure balance in baseline cogni-
tive ability between treatment arms. The principal
measure of cognitive function, the SIB has been
widely accepted for its appropriate use in patients
with advanced AD. Treated patients received i.v.-
Bryostatin on a bi-weekly basis after two weekly
“loading” doses on trial initiation.

Eligible subjects received 7 doses of Bryostatin
(i.v., 20 �g) or matching placebo during the first 12
weeks. A second course of treatment consisting of
7 doses began 30 days after the final dose of the
first treatment period. Cognitive tests were assessed
at two-week intervals during the study and 30 days
after the final dose of the study drug. The primary
endpoint was the total SIB score assessment obtained
at Week 28, following completion of two courses of
treatment. Eligible subjects were stratified based on
baseline SIB total scores and were randomized 1 : 1
to one of two treatment arms: 20 �g Bryostatin or
placebo for twelve weeks, the first treatment period.
The first two doses of study drug were a loading dose
20% higher (i.e., 24 �g) than the assigned dose and
were administered one week apart. Thereafter, the
assigned dose of 20 �g was commenced with the third
dose and, thereafter, administered every other week.
The second course of treatment was identical to the
first, beginning 30 days after completion of the first
7 dose cycle. Other secondary tests, ongoing medical
monitoring, etc., were also previously described.

Data was analyzed by the modified intention-
to-treat paradigm, meaning that all patients who
received at least one dose of study drug and who
had at least one post-baseline SIB assessment were
analyzed according to the treatment arm to which
they were assigned. The primary efficacy analysis
was based on the linear mixed model with repeated
measures (MMRM) model. This model was imple-
mented using the SAS Proc Mixed command with the
repeated option as specified in the Statistical Analysis
Plan (SAP). Correlation of repeated SIB measure-
ments within person were accounted for by using the
unstructured covariance matrix. The method of Ken-
ward and Roger [14] was used in the inference of the
fixed effects to adjust for small sample bias. Time of
follow-up visit was treated as a linear and continu-
ous predictor with the actual time of SIB assessment
used (rounded to the nearest week) rather than the
scheduled time of the SIB assessment. In addition, a
time by treatment interaction and baseline SIB terms
were included in the model. Treatment differences in
the predicted SIB obtained from the MMRM analysis
were assessed at Weeks 5, 9, 13, 15, 20, 24, 28, 30,

and 42, with the treatment difference at 28 weeks con-
sidered as the primary endpoint. Initially, the MMRM
models were applied to all patients, and then broken
down by MMSE-2 strata. Exploratory trend analy-
ses were also considered using the Stata 17.0 mixed
command which compared the differences in slopes
between the two treatment arms over all 42 weeks
of the trial. In these, both the MMRM and trend
analyses, missing data was assumed to be missing
at random, and hence no missing SIB values were
imputed.

Demographic background

The majority of subjects in the Safety Analysis Set
were White (105 [89.7%] subjects) not Hispanic or
Latino (89 [76.1%] subjects). The mean (SD) age was
73.9 (7.67) years, and the mean (SD) duration of AD
diagnosis was 3.7 (2.00) years prior to screening. The
mean (SD) MMSE-2 score was 14.6 (2.52) and the
mean (SD) Rosen-modified Hachinski score was 0.7
(0.74) overall. Demographics and baseline character-
istics were generally well balanced between groups.
Demographics and baseline characteristics in the Full
Analysis Set were similar to those in the Safety Anal-
ysis Set. The limited number of total patients, 122,
did not allow greater population diversity, particu-
larly during the COVID epidemic. This will be more
carefully planned in subsequent trials.

RESULTS

Safety

The overall treatment emergent adverse event
(TEAE) profile was similar between the placebo and
Bryostatin groups. A similar number of subjects had
treatment-related TEAEs in the placebo and Bryo-
statin groups (13 events in 8 [13.8%] subjects and
15 events in 10 [16.9%] subjects, respectively). Most
TEAEs were not considered treatment related. There
were no obvious treatment-related TEAEs and no
fatal TEAEs. With higher doses of Bryostatin as
were used in cancer trials, myalgia was occasionally
observed. No myalgia or any other related side-
effects were observed in the current trial. The lack of
side-effects is, of course, important for the eventual
clinical use of the drug.

There were 4 events of COVID-19 in 4 (6.8%)
subjects in the Bryostatin group and 1 event of SARS-
CoV-2 test positive in 1 (1.7%) subject in the placebo
group. The events of COVID19 were considered
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Fig. 1. Expected mean (±se) differences in SIB from baseline for patients in the Moderately Severe 10-14 Cohort as obtained by the MMRM
model for all time point assessments; placebo (blue) and Bryostatin (red).

mild, unlikely related to study drug, and had an out-
come of recovered/resolved. Study drug dose was
not changed for these events. The event of SARS-
CoV-2 test positive was considered mild, unlikely
related to study drug, and had an outcome of recov-
ering/resolving. Study drug was interrupted for this
event.

Of the two cohorts, only the Moderately Severe
Cohort patients showed significant benefit for the
Bryostatin-treatment versus the placebo patients. All
patients were randomized with respect to treatment
groups, with safety checked by an independent data
safety and monitoring board. In the absence of sig-
nificant benefit for the Moderate Cohort, statistics for
the combination of both cohorts were not significant
(see below for further discussion). For the Moderately
Severe Cohort, however, statistics were significant for
all SIB measurements taken from Week 13 through-
out the trial and including Week 42.

As Fig. 1 demonstrates, the benefit of the
Bryostatin-treatment versus placebo is apparent from
the two lines determined by all the treatment points
and all the placebo points. All these points were pre-
specified in Study #204 Clinical Protocol as reported
in clinicaltrials.gov. A subset of these same points
was pre-specified in the SAP, or, alternatively, were
determined, still closely adhering to the Study #204

Clinical Protocol, as exploratory or post-hoc end-
points (see Fig. 1). Weeks 9, 15, 20, and 24 were
pre-specified in the SAP as secondary endpoints.
Weeks 13, 28, 30, and 42 were pre-specified in the
Study #204 Clinical Protocol, but not in the SAP, and
were, therefore, exploratory or post-hoc endpoints.

As shown in Fig. 1, there is a significant bene-
fit of Bryostatin versus placebo that persisted at all
weeks after the last dose was administered (vertical
blue line). At each measurement point from Week
13 on, the treatment group was significantly greater
than the placebo group as determined by a two-sided
alpha < 0.05 level. In addition, the separation of the
Bryostatin cognitive measures from placebo at early
endpoints increased at end points in the last one-third
of the trial.

Table 1 gives the estimated SIB means from base-
line obtained from the MMRM model for each
treatment arm as well as the difference in these means.
Values are shown for Weeks 9, 15, 20, and 24 as pre-
specified in the SAP as secondary endpoints as well
as Weeks 13, 28, 30, and 42 as exploratory endpoints.

The post-hoc trend analysis as shown in Fig. 2
confirmed the MMRM data for the Moderately
Severe Cohort (i.e., MMSE 10-14). This post-hoc
trend analysis demonstrated a significant down-
ward slope, equivalent to cognitive decline, for the
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Table 1
Estimated least square (LS) mean SIBs from baseline and 95%
confidence intervals as well as treatment differences in mean SIBs
from baseline for the Moderately Severe MMSE 10-14 Cohort as
determined by the MMRM model. Estimated means for Week 9
through Week 30 were determined by including follow-up times
in the MMRM model up to scheduled visit at Week 30 as specified
in the SAP. The mean estimates at Week 42 were obtained by
including follow-up times to the time point in the MMRM model.
The number of patients at each time point are those that had an

SIB at the scheduled follow-up time points

Baseline MMSE-2
score: 10–14

Week Statistics Placebo Bryostatin

Week 9 * LS Mean (SE) –2.6 (1.32) 0.8 (1.37)
No. of Patients N = 24 N = 22
Difference (SE) 3.4 (1.91)
95% CI (–0.5, 7.2)
p 0.084

Week 13∗∗ LS Mean (SE) –3.7 (1.42) 0.5 (1.47)
No. of Patients N = 23 N = 21
Difference (SE) 4.2 (2.05)
95% CI (0.1, 8.4)
p 0.045

Week 15* LS Mean (SE) –4.2 (1.51) 0.4 (1.56)
No. of Patients N = 22 N = 21
Difference (SE) 4.7 (2.18)
95% CI (0.3, 9.1)
p 0.038

Week 20* LS Mean (SE) –5.6 (1.81) 0.1 (1.87)
No. of Patients N = 21 N = 18
Difference (SE) 5.7 (2.61)
95% CI (0.5, 11.0)
p 0.033

Week 24* LS Mean (SE) –6.7 (2.11) –0.1 (2.18)
No. of Patients N = 20 N = 18
Difference (SE) 6.6 (3.04)
95% CI (0.5, 12.7)
p 0.036

Week 28** LS Mean (SE) –7.8 (2.44) –0.4 (2.70)
No. of Patients N = 19 N = 18
Difference (SE) 7.5 (3.51)
95% CI (0.4, 14.6)
p 0.040

Week 30** LS Mean (SE) –8.3 (2.62) –0.4 (2.70)
No. of Patients N = 18 N = 16
Difference (SE) 7.9 (3.76)
95% CI (0.3, 15.5)
p 0.042

Week 42** LS Mean (SE) –12.8 (3.83) –1.5 (3.95)
No. of Patients N = 16 N = 11
Difference (SE) 11.3 (5.51)
95% CI (0.17, 22.5)
p 0.047

*Pre-specified in the SAP as secondary endpoints for the 10-14
Cohort. **Pre-specified in the Study Protocol, but not the SAP for
the 10-14 Cohort.

placebo arm (p < 0.001), but no significant decline
for the Bryostatin-treated group (p = 0.40). In this
Post-hoc analysis of all points pre-specified in the
Clinical Protocol, the difference in slopes between

Fig. 2. Trend analyses. Estimate slopes over time in mean SIB from
baseline for Bryostatin (red) and placebo (blue) with actual data
points given for patients in the Moderately Severe 10-14 Cohort.
Twenty-five SIB values<-20 are not shown in the plot but were
included in the trend analysis.

Fig. 3. Trend analyses. Estimate slopes over time in mean SIB
from baseline for Bryostatin (red) and placebo (blue) with actual
data points given for patients in the Moderate10-14 Cohort.

the Bryostatin-treatment group and the placebo was
highly significant (p < 0.007). Placebo, but not Bryo-
statin Moderately Severe, patients showed significant
SIB decline below baseline up to negative 12.8 points
by Week 42.

Results of the trend analyses for the Moderate 15-
18 Cohort are given in Fig. 3. For this cohort, the
trend in SIB scores over time was not statistically
different from zero for either the Bryostatin-treated
patients (p = 0.565) or the placebo (p = 0.191). In
addition, there was no statistical difference in the
slopes between treatment arms (p = 0.190).

Consistency with previous trials

The previous two Bryostatin trials, Study #202 and
Study #203, also included Moderately Severe Patient
Cohorts, but were not exact replications of Study
#204. However, all three studies showed benefit for
Severe AD Patients (10-14) at Week 13 which was
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included in all three trials. Pooling of Study #202
and 203 for patients with MMSE 10-14 (to offset
the baseline imbalance of Study #203, and the result-
ing placebo benefit at early weeks in #203) showed
that this improvement was significant with respect to
placebo at p < 0.001, 2-tailed [8].

DISCUSSION

These data above demonstrated that Bryostatin-
treated patients showed statistically significant
improvement of cognitive performance (SIB) over
placebo patients in the Moderately Severe Cohort
for Weeks 13 through 42, with the last dose admin-
istered at Week 26. As mentioned above, while all
the SIB endpoint data had been pre-specified in the
Study Protocol, some of these had not been identified
in the SAP and were thus considered to be post-
hoc. Nevertheless, the integrated plots of all the SIB
measurements (Figs. 1 and 2) illustrate a clear, consis-
tent, and persistent benefit for the Moderately Severe
MMSE 10-14 Cohort. Benefit after the final dose in
the two pilot phase II studies were shown to persist at
least 30 days beyond drug dosing. Here, the persis-
tence of benefit at least 16 weeks beyond drug dosing
suggests the possibility of a long-lasting change
in the brain networks of the Moderately Severe
Cohort patients. The putative mechanisms of action,
synaptogenesis and anti-apoptosis, observed and
implicated in extensive pre-clinical testing, are con-
sistent with such persistent benefit of the Bryostatin
treatment.

We can only speculate as to why there was no
significant benefit in the Moderate MMSE 15-18
Cohort. Data analyses revealed that the placebo
patients in the Moderate Cohort did not show
progressive cognitive deterioration throughout the
trial, but actually a 5-point SIB improvement
(see Fig. 3). Those results suggest that some of
the Moderate Cohort patients did not perform as
would be expected and required for patients diag-
nosed to have “probable AD”—as defined by the
NINDS criteria [12]. Increased duration beyond 10
months as conducted in the present trial might
ultimately reveal some decline in placebo patients
and possibly Bryostatin benefit in the Moderate
Cohort.

On the other hand, the Moderately Severe MMSE
10-14 Cohort placebo patients did show the expected
progressive cognitive deterioration, reaching a deficit
of negative 12.8 SIB points by Week 42. This deterio-
rating performance of the Moderately Severe Cohort

placebo patients was entirely consistent with the
NINDS criteria for the diagnosis of “probable AD”.
In stark contrast to the 10-14 placebo patients, those
10-14 patients treated with Bryostatin showed no sig-
nificant cognitive deterioration throughout the entire
10 months of the trial duration.

With improved diagnostic biomarkers, strict adher-
ence to the NINDS clinical diagnostic criteria, and
larger patient numbers, it may very well be possi-
ble to identify AD patients more accurately in the
more moderate cohorts. It is worth noting that diag-
nosing AD by clinical criteria alone has been very
difficult to achieve accurately during the first sev-
eral years of progression, while clinical diagnosis
of more advanced AD can be much more accurate
[3]. In any case, the significant benefit demonstrated
for the Moderately Severe Cohort does support the
need for follow-up testing, with increased num-
bers of patients, possibly resulting in a confirmed
therapeutic for these patients with advanced AD,
for whom no disease-modifying drug is currently
available. The absence of any significant cognitive
decline for the Moderately Severe Cohort over the
entire 10-month trial versus the clearly significant
decline of the placebo patients suggests that Bryo-
statin may benefit those patients who have not been
part of the recent trials with aducanumab, lecanemab,
and donanemab. While these drugs reduced the rate
of cognitive decline for MCI patients and putative
early AD patients, Bryostatin shows the potential
for complimentary benefits for Moderately Severe
AD patients at a much later stage in disease pro-
gression. No such clear and sustained benefit for
advanced AD patients has been previously observed
in the many trials that have heretofore been con-
ducted. Pre-clinical studies have demonstrated that
Bryostatin causes significantly increased numbers of
mature, mushroom-spine synapses [5] in AD trans-
genic mice and in mice exposed to global hypoxia
and/or cerebral infarction. The prolonged absence of
any significant cognitive decline in Bryostatin-treated
patients versus placebo patients—even 16 weeks after
the final dose of Bryostatin—suggests a long-lasting
positive change in the treated patients’ brains. This
appears to be consistent with the synaptogenic and
anti-apoptotic efficacies, as well as Bryostatin’s anti-
amyloid and anti-tau efficacies, of Bryostatin in the
pre-clinical studies. With additional cycles of Bryo-
statin treatment, even further improvement in the
advanced AD patients might be possible. We might
also speculate that with more accurate AD diagnosis
for earlier AD patients [15], who remain difficult to
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identify by clinical criteria alone, and with increased
numbers of patient participants, Bryostatin may also
demonstrate synaptogenic and anti-apoptotic effica-
cies earlier in AD disease progression as well.
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